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Together Chicago exists to be a catalyst for lasting transformation in the city of Chicago.

Lead
QUESTION

Answering the following question has been the driving force
behind our education initiatives:
Can Together Chicago prove that when the Chicago faith
community adopts schools that school children are positively
impacted, the culture of schools improves, and families of school
aged children are supported and strengthened?

ANNUAL QUESTIONS AND IMPACT RESULTS
2018-2019 Question:
Can adult mentors positively impact the grades of Chicago students (primarily from
schools on the South and West sides of Chicago)?

2018-2019 Impact Results:
462 students were served by mentors. We saw dramatic improvements with grades and
standardized test scores (as reported on the next page).

2019-2020 Questions:
Can Together Chicago train mentors to positively impact Chicago children?
Can trained mentors make a positive impact upon children, schools, and families?

2019-2020 Impact Results:
1185 students were served by mentors. This year of services proved that we can train
school staff and community-based mentors to support the social and emotional
development of students.

2020-2021 Question:
Should parents be included (and even prioritized) as mentors trained to positively impact
kids, schools, and communities?

2020-2021 Impact Results:
21 trained mentors reached 420 students, during the pandemic. This year, we learned
that parent training is a huge void in our schools. We are now confident that our SEL
Mentor Training is effective for parents, school staff, and community-based mentors.
Parents reported better relationships and increased self-reflection after being trained.

ANNUAL QUESTIONS AND IMPACT RESULTS
2021-2022 Question:
How can we best focus our efforts to take our past learnings and create a solid impact
plan for the following 3 years?

2021-2022 Impact Results:
We were able to effectively enhance the culture of schools we serve, removing barriers to
academic success. We helped schools build villages of support, we helped schools
obtain wrap-around services, and we trained adults (parents, teachers, mentors) on
Social Emotional Learning strategies to improve life outcomes and student success.
This will be our district wide model, moving forward. We will have a focused approach for
5 schools, that will include wrap around services. Thus more, we will offer training and
help build villages of support for schools across the city of Chicago. This will drive our
approach and goals for the next 3 years.

*Improve School Culture = help schools to improve towards having a school environment where students and
families feel safe, nurtured, and supported. This will continue to be determined through interviews and surveys.

*Improve Academic Success = students impacted by our interventions are expected to have better grades,
fewer behavior infractions, and fewer absences. School leaders have access to this data throughout the school
year and it is only shareable at their discretion and according to district policies.

MENTORING SUCCESS
During the 2021-2022 school year, we
partnered with 76 schools impacting 3201
students. This impact was made through our
mentors, tutors, parent training, school staff
training, Out of School Time academic
enrichment services, and leadership
summits.
Our training efforts reached 186 unique
parents,148 teachers, and 49 interns.
Not including school level leaders, this year's
team consisted of 12 independent
contractors, working across the city to
improve the culture of school building and to
help students win.
We surveyed the school leaders of our
partnering schools and got the following
results:
100% of School Leaders reported that we
positively impacted their school culture! This
included realities such as less fighting,
increased student engagement in class, etc.
83.3% of surveyed School Leaders stated
that Together Chicago made a positive
impact upon Student Academic Success!
100% of surveyed School Leaders want to
continue partnering with Together Chicago
beyond this school year!
91.7% of surveyed School Leaders is
committed to recommending our
organization to at least one additional
school leader.

We obtained $322,804 to sustain our work
through 2022. This includes over $40,000
donated to address urgent needs in schools
to improve school culture and student
academics.

EVALUATION PLAN

As we take our learnings from the past four
years and focus our efforts, we will continue
to evaluate the following:
How are school cultures transforming and
how is this impacting student academics?
We anticipate that schools will continue to
report that we are positively impacting the
culture of their schools at a high rate. We
will leverage or develop tools to give us
greater quantitative insights on cultural
transformation and academic impact.
How are surrounding communities impacted
by our efforts?
As we continue to help build villages of
support, for comprehensive wrap-around
services, we anticipate community
transformation. We want to, eventually,
leverage or develop effective tools to assess
community impact.

100%

OF SURVEYED SCHOOL LEADERS REPORTED THAT
WE HELPED THEM

TO IMPROVE

THE CULTURE OF THEIR
SCHOOLS

PARENT CHAMPIONS
Program Spotlight

During the 2021-2022 school year, we
doubled down on our Parent Champions
program. From previous work, we are
convinced that we can uniquely enhance the
culture of school buildings, and surrounding
communities, by improving the leadership
capacity of parents.
Our Parent Champions program uses easy to
use videos for our parents to lead social
skills and emotional health sessions with
other parents from their child's school. Also,
we have monthly coaching sessions for
Damien Howard to model how to develop
thriving parent communities in schools.
We trained 22 parent champions to operate
as local leaders within their school
buildings. These 22 parents represent 17
unique school buildings impacting 186 total
parents and 260 students.

Parent Testimonial
Chamika Jones, parent of Suder Montessori
School in Chicago, stated that this training
helped her to make it through the pandemic.
It was this program that helped her to have
strategies to hold things together with her
profession and with her family, during one of
the most difficult seasons of her life.
Chamika has now successfully completed
two years of training. Her support of parents
has been so successful that there are now
other parents wanting to be trained to help
multiply the amount of parents who
participate in parent meetings regularly.

Staff Testimonial
Jaleelah Campbell from Hope Learning
Academy was able to grow her parent group
to over 15 consistent parents attending her
monthly meetings.
Jaleelah used tools, from our coaching
sessions, to improve the social skills and
emotional health of her parents.

Principal Testimonial
Latanya Owens, Assistant Principal from
Chicago's Okeeffe Elementary School, stated
that this activities and lessons [from the
parent champions program] added value to
the schools Parent Advisory Council
Meetings. Okeeffe staff credit this
partnership as a major factor which helped
them to increase parent participation and
allow parents to leave parent meetings
feeling empowered with resources that
benefit children. Latanya and her team are
eager to keep working with the Together
Chicago Staff.

Also, Jaleelah, as a top Parent Champion
received a car from one of our partner
churches. She had a critical need and we
found a partner to help meet the need.

"I WOULDN'T HAVE
MADE IT

IF IT WASN'T

FOR THIS PROGRAM"

383 ADULTS RECEIVED MENTOR
TRAINING TO IMPACT 3201 CHILDREN

OVER $40,000 HAS BEEN DONATED TO HELP SCHOOLS MEET
URGENT NEEDS AND TO IMPROVE THEIR SCHOOL CULTURE
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What people

ARE SAYING

Troy Bryant

Layne Vandyke

“The mentors (interns) participating in the
program have made a positive impact by
helping to extinguish negative behavior
and increasing positive behavior amongst
students with some of the most
challenges.

“After about a month of working with the
students, some of them began coming to
small groups with their own suggestions of
skills they wanted to learn.

Dean of Students - Donoghue Elementary School

We have observed a decrease in class
removals and increase in instruction time
with the assistance of the mentors."

Cristina M.S. Amortegui

Trained Mentor - Dulles Elementary School

They also report that small group is often
their favorite part of the day. One of the
sixth-grade students reported that they
began to implement the strategies we
discussed after our lesson on self-control.
Their ability to pay attention better in class
has improved their grade for this quarter.”

Trained Mentor - Doolittle Elementary School

“One student I work with was recently
shot and has since then fallen into the
wrong crowd.
Over time, while working with this
student, they have not only opened up,
but have become more interested in
school than they ever have before.
Also, they have been excelling greatly in
their schoolwork, completing, and acing
their assignments. I have seen this
student grow so much these past months
working at this site and could not be
more proud of them.”

"OVER TIME

THEY NOT ONLY

OPENED UP

BUT HAVE
BECOME MORE
INTERESTED IN
SCHOOL"

our 22-24
GOALS

We were effective in enhancing the culture of the schools we
serve and remove barriers to academic success. We helped
schools build villages of support, we helped schools obtain
wrap-around services, and we trained adults (parents, teachers,
mentors) on Social Emotional Learning strategies to improve life
outcomes and student success.
This will be our district wide model, moving forward. We will
have a focused approach for 5 schools, that will include wrap
around services. Thus more, we will offer training and help build
villages of support for schools across the city of Chicago. This
will drive our approach and goals for the next 3 years.

'22

Doolittle, Melody + City-Wide Impact
For 2022, Doolittle Elementary School plans to
expand their Behavioral Health Model. This Model
has already vastly improved the school culture and
the ultimate goal is a full time (culturally sensitive)
therapist. Melody is working on a laundry and
grocery (in house) facility to support families in
need. We plan to see the culture of these schools
improved for greater academic success and a
more thriving community. We will also continue to
offer city-wide SEL training for mentors and tutors
along with Village building to positively impact
over 3000 students and the culture of Chicago
schools.

'23

3 Focus Schools + City Wide Impact
We will assess if we can add an additional Focus
School in 2023, based on the progress of Doolittle and
Melody work. It is important to have strong Villages of
Support that can help to sustain the comprehensive
wrap around services for all of our Focus Schools.
We will continue to offer city-wide SEL training for
mentors and tutors along with Village building to
positively impact over 3000 students and the culture
of Chicago schools.

'24

5 Focus Schools + City Wide Impact & Reform Model
We hope to have five focus schools by the end of 2024 if the
previous Focus Schools are experiencing sustained growth.
We will continue to offer city-wide SEL training for mentors and
tutors along with Village building to positively impact over 3000
students and the culture of Chicago schools.
At the end of these 3 years, we anticipate having a level of
influence whereby our model is embraced and elevated across
Chicago.
Together Chicago exists to be a catalyst for lasting transformation in the city of Chicago.

$250

Cost to mentor one student and build
a village of support at their school

3000 students

Chicago students we will impact with your support
during the 2022-2023 School Year

We will focus our wrap-around services efforts on 5 schools over the next 3 years while offering mentor training for schools across the city.
Donations allow us to partner with entrepreneurial school leaders to offer supports that impact the culture of their schools. For only $250 we can
offer mentoring for a student from the South or West side of Chicago and build comprehensive wrap around services for their school.
Please donate to support this transformative vision. Quality mentors and thriving schools are more important now than ever before. We believe
that this work will bring reform to schools and communities on the South and West sides of Chicago.
#MentoringMatters
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